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Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing, and testing products to recommend the best picks for most consumers. We only make money when you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are our own. Read more BestReviews spends thousands of hours
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for most consumers. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more Twin mattress isn't just for kids. In a bigger-is-better world, a smaller mattress is still a great option for a lot of people. Whether you're a guest room furniture, sending a teenager down to college, or setting up a
studio apartment, a twin mattress can be an affordable option that works for almost any type of sleeper. No matter what your preference of mattress materials, you can find a twin mattress that works for your bedroom and your budget. With the wealth of twin mattresses available, how do you narrow down your choices and choose the right
model? I have tested several twin mattresses for durability and comfort to help you find the right one for you. Editor's PickLinenspa 8 Inch Memory Foam and Innerspring Hybrid MattressMy choice for editor's choice is the Linenspa 8 inch hybrid mattress. This twin model uses soft memory foam comfort layers and inner coils, resulting in a
supportive, medium-firm feel that will suit the bill for just about any sleeper. The Linenspa 8 inch hybrid is also available in a higher-profile 10 inch option for people who like a little more height in a mattress. Pros: Supportive. This model's inner steel coils provide solid lummal support, a boon for back sleepers and those suffering from
orthopedic painSleeps cool. The inner structure facilitates airflow, which helps to spread body heat. I found the Linenspa Hybrid pleasantly cool to sleep on even in my normally overheated bedroomBouncy. Sleeper that holds plenty of bounce will appreciate the spring factor of the Linenspa hybrid. For me, this adds to an overall sense of
support and well-crafted structureCons: Not for all sleep positions. This mattress is perfect for rear sleeping, but can be a little firm for side sleepers, who need pressure relief at the hips and shoulders. It can also be a little soft for tummy sleepers, who do best with a very firm mattress that supports the hips and upper bodyMotion
transmission. While a twin bed is for solo sleepers, the movement transfer of the inner is striking. This mattress may feel a little too bouncy for some sleepoversBe sure to read our full from the Linenspa hybrid to get an even deeper understanding of this mattress. Linenspa 8 Inch Memory Foam and Innerspring Hybrid Mattress The
Linenspa Innerspring Hybrid uses soft memory foam comfort layers and innerspring coils, resulting in a supportive, medium-firm feel that will suit the bill for just about any sleeper. Best Luxury MattressSignature Design by Ashley 12 Inch Chime Express Hybrid InnerspringMy opt for the best luxury twin mattress is the Signature Design by
Ashley Chime Express Hybrid. This firm mattress offers soft comfort low gel memory foam across a sturdy core of supporting pocket coils. The Signature Design Hybrid is available in 8, 10, and 12 inch thicknesses and twins by California king sizes. Designing the silky exterior fabric gives this mattress a little extra wow factor. Pros:Firm.
For sleepers like me who like a truly firm mattress, the Ashley offers plenty of push-back and doesn't sink too much into the convenience layersComes in a box. This mattress is a bed-in-a-box model that arrived on my doorstep in (relatively) compact packaging and expanded in a few hoursHypoallergenic. The Signature Design is made of
acrylic, polyester, and other synthetic fibers designed to keep out fabric seeds, pollen, mold, and pet dander. If you're an allergy sufferer, this mattress could be a good optionCons: Pricey. Luxury usually comes at a cost so the price tag on this mattress wasn't entirely unexpected, but it might be a little high for some sleeper. A week of use
has a slight indentation in the convenience beats of the Signature Design hybrid. This could be the normal hacking process or a knock on the mattress's overall durability - time will tell Signature Design by Ashley 12 Inch Chime Express Hybrid Innerspring The Signature Design by Ashley is a mattress that provides soft comfort low gel
memory foam over a sturdy core of supportive pocket coils Best Memory Foam 10 Inch Gel Infulated Layer Top Memory Foam MattressGiven the popularity of , competition for the best memory foam twin model is steep. My knot in this category goes to the Olee Sleep Gel Inflicted Layer Top Memory Foam Mattress, a medium-firm bed-in-
a-box that comes in twin-California king sizes. This 10 inch Certi-PUR certified mattress is medium firm and built entirely out of foam. Pros: Accommodates cooler. Some memory foam mattresses retain body heat, but the gel-inflatable material of the Olee made me cool on an unseasonal hot spring night and is a big plus for those of us
who sleep hotSilent. The Olee Drag memory foam has a great job of absorbing both movement and sound, making my nights of slumber on this model a peaceful experienceSide sleep-friendly. If you sleep a side and have a foam fan like me, the Olee can be a good option. The combination of print relief and firm support alone is the price
of admission in my viewCons: Durability. I felt a bit of an indentation after a few days of snoozing on the Olee Sleep mattress. The jury is still out, but durability can be a problem for some sleepers, especially those on the heavier sideOdor. My Olee has a few days to air out, something to keep in mind if you have respiratory sensibilities or
allergies Olee Drag 10 Inch Gel Inweven layer Top Memory Foam Mattress The Olee Drag gel memory foam mattress is medium firm and completely constructed from foam. Best Cushion Top Twin MattressModway Jenna 10 Quilted Pillow Top Twin Innerspring MattressThe Modway Jenna Quilted Innerspring Mattress is my pick for Best
Twin Pillow Top mattress. If you prefer soft, cloud-like comfort, this mattress should rise to the top of your list. The soft surface is supported by an internal network of pocket coils for support. The Moday Innerspring comes in 8, 10, and 14 inch thickness options and is available in twin-California king sizes. Advantages: Motion isolation. If
you want the supportiveness of an inner jump, but not the bounce, the Moday Jenna mattress can strike the right balance. Each steel coil is individually pocketed, which helps reduce motion transfer Soft. A pillow top is all about pillow comfort and this model doesn't disappoint. The memory foam comfort layers are perfect for people who
prefer a softer sleep surfacePrice. Pocket coils, handsome design, and a pressure-lightening pillow top make this mattress a bargainCons: Heavy. This bed's pillow top and pocket coils add to its overall weight, making it a heavy lift if you need to get it inside or up stairs. LIfting the box after delivery can be a two-person jobSoft. Can sink a
little too much for some people, especially stomach-sleepers and people who weigh more than averageJy, may also want to check out our full review of the Modway Aveline to see more of their product line. Modway Jenna 10 Quilted Pillow Top Twin Innerspring Mattress The Modway Jenna Quilted Innerspring Mattress offers soft, cloud-
like comfort. How our PickedA twin mattress can make an important purchase that helps you, a child, or a guest relax and enjoy a good night's sleep. When reviewing twin mattresses, we examined several factors that helped us choose the best in each individual category. Consider the following when looking for the perfect twin mattress
for your home, dorm, or guest room. MaterialsThe material in a mattress determines functions such as support, firmness, movement transfer, and temperature regulation. Common mattress materials include: Memory foam - A memory foam mattress can range from soft to very firm. Mattresses made from memory foam are known for
providing pressure relief and responsive support that meets the body. Memory foam reduces motion transfer and can be a good choice for lace and back Be. Some types of types foam can retain body heat, though newer formulations inflicted with copper or gel tend to sleep coolerLatex - Latex foam is a natural product made from the juice
of the rubber tree. Latex provides border cushioning without the zinc bound typically with memory foam. The natural cooling properties of latex help spread body heat, making it a great option for people who sleep hotInnerspring - Innerspring mattresses provide support with indoor coils. The number and density of an indoor coils determine
how supportive and boundary it feels. An inner mattress will typically provide better edge support and sleep cooler than one made entirely of foamHybrid - Hybrid mattresses are constructed from coils and low foam. Comfort layers made of latex provide a gently conunded surface, while memory foam layers cushion pressure points and
provide a soft, conforming feelMattress ThicknessThe typical mattress ranges between 6 and 14 inches thick. Latex and memory foam mattresses are usually thinner than hybrid and flush mattresses, which are thicker due to their internal coil structure. Most sleeper prefers a mattress in the 10 to 14 inch range. Heavier people may need a
thicker mattress that provides deep compression support. Some thinner mattresses offer advanced foam or an extra thick comfort layer that can provide structure and support comparable to a thicker mattress. Mattress FirmnessMattress firmness is described on a 1-10 scale, with 1 being the softest and 10 being the sturdiest. 6.5 is the
industry standard for medium firmness. Soft mattresses generally rank around 4-6/10 on the scale, while extra firm mattresses measure around 7-9/10.When choosing the firmness of a mattress, keep your sleep position and weight in mind. As a general rule, heavier sleeper does best with a firmer mattress, as do tummy sleepers. Side
sleepers tend to keep softer mattresses, while back and combination sleepers usually sleep best on mattresses that are medium-firm. Edge SupportA mattress with strong, reinforced edges can reduce sawing and excessive zinc when you sleep near the edge of the mattress. A supporting edge also allows each partner to sleep closer to
the side and use more of the mattress's surface area. Edge support is a common feature in mattresses with side support coils or additional high-density poly foam structure. Many all-foam foam mattresses have minimal edge support, which can be a key factor for heavier people or those sleeping with a partner. Sleepopolis Tips To make a
big twin mattress easier, try the following tips: Know who will sleep on the mattress and how often - A guest room mattress will be used less than a master, and a child will typically apply less pressure to a mattress than an adult. Does your teen like a softer mattress or a firmer one? Know your needs you start shopping to make the process
Simple as possibleUnderstand the warranty – Most manufacturers offer a 10-20 year warranty on mattresses with some caveats. Read the terms and conditions of the warranty carefully before committing to purchasing a new mattressUtilize the sleep trial - Most mattresses allow a risk-free sleep trial of 90 days or longer and free returns or
exchanges. Take advantage of the trial period to test your new twin mattress and see if it suits your needsFAQsA twin XL mattress is the same width as a regular twin mattress, but is five inches taller. How can I find a cheap twin mattress? Many bed-in-a-box companies offer reasonably priced twin mattresses. To get the best possible
deal, try shopping during mattress sales, which typically occur on holidays like President's Day and Black Friday. Coupon codes and discounts can help reduce the price on regular price days, especially if you buy online or buy a bed-in-a-box. Can I give my twin mattress back if I don't like it? Almost all online mattress companies offer
generous sleep trial periods, so you try out the mattress and return or swap it if it's not right for you. Be sure to check the terms of the company sleep trial before buying your mattress and make sure to initiate a return or exchange before the period is over. Last Word Of SleepopolisA large twin mattress can be an affordable and convenient
option for a child's bedroom, guest room, or college dorm. A twin mattress can be just as comfortable and cozy as a larger mattress, with many of the same features and fabrics. To choose the right twin mattress, know your needs and sleep preferences before shopping, compare brands and styles, and test it out with a sleep trial before
committing to a final purchase. Get the latest deals, discounts, reviews, and gifts! The following two tabs change content below. Below.
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